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INMEMORIUM
The Town of Sandown dedicates this Town
Report to a man well known to most of us during
the many years that he lived in Sandown.
He had been a resident of Sandown for 30 years,
and was a retired locksmith. He was town
moderator, supervisor of the checklist and
building inspector for several years. He was a
East president of the Old IVIeeting House
listorical Association and a member of the
Sixty-Plus Club and the Sandown Historical
Society and Museum. He was a 32nd degree
Mason of the Ancient Accepted Scottish Rite,
and member and past patron of the Ramsford
Chapter, OES, Derry. He was also a member of
the Sandown Grange, the Society of American
Magicians, Herman IHanson Assembly, Boston,
ancTwas a professional magician for 3o years.
In tribute to a friend of many years, we
respectfully dedicate this report to the memory
of
MALCOLM E. CAMERON, SR.
1904-1981
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Edward C. Garvey, 1982




Robert O. Johnson, 1982
MODERATOR
Arthur 0. Oestrich, 1982
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Mary Haggett, 1986
Raymond S. Bassett, 1982
Lloyd Lessard, 1984
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Raymond K. Bassett, Chairman, 1983
M. Eleanor Bassett, 1984
Ernest C. Pillsbury, 1982
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Deborah L. Hunt, 1984
Ernest C. Pillsbury, 1983




David I. Drowne, 1984
Ernest C. Pillsbury, 1983
Rudolph True, 1982
PLANNING BOARD
William Melanson, Chairman, 1982
Richard L. Hall, 1984 Robert Richmond, 1983
Timothy J. Morrill, 1984 Robert Baldwin, 1983 (Resigned)
Fred H. Baker, 1982 Howard R. Johnson, 1982 (Appointed)
Arthur Fay, 1982 Amelia C. Leiss, Alternate, 1982
Steven R. Baler, Alternate, 1982
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
George E. Romaine, Chairman, 1984
James P. Tammany, 1985 Robert B. O'Neill, 1982
Timothy J. Morrill, 1983 Frederick A. Cote, 1986
David Tenney, Alternate, 1982 Steven W. Kreatz, Alternate, 1982
BUILDING INSPECTOR
Howard R. Johnson, 1982
Donald Parent, Assistant, 1982
ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR
Walter H. Pskowski, 1982
HEALTH OFFICER
Robert K. Towne
Frederick A. Cote, Assistant, 1982
AUDITORS
Mary A. Sceggell, 1982
John Hurley, 1983
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Robert O. Johnson, 1982 Mary M. Comerford, 1982
Warren Roberts, 1982 Mary Haggett, 1982
Peter A. Veroneau, 1982 Ann K. Gagnon, 1982
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Raymond S. Bassett, Deputy Chief, 1982
Rudolph True, Deputy Chief, 1983
James Passanisi, 1984 Irving Bassett, 1984
George W. Newton, 1982 David W. Burke, 1982
Warren Roberts, Jr., 1983
FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Raymond S. Bassett
DEPUTY FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Ernest C. Pillsbury, Honorary Permanent
John A. Geisser, Honorary Permanent
Irving Bassett Warren Roberts, Jr.
David W. Burke Lloyd Lessard
George W. Newton
SANDOWN RECREATION COMMISSION
Patricia league, 1984 Steven Kreatz, 1983
Charles O'Malley, 1982 Holly Cote, 1983
David Tenney, 1982
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Gertrude Millard, Chairperson, 1982
Mary M. Comerford, 1984 Martha J. Darragh, 1983
Ann K. Gagnon, 1984 Joyce M. Tammany, 1983
Dorothy Batchelder, 1982
TIMBERLANE DISTRICT SCHOOL COMMITTEE





David T. Rizzo, 1982 Howard R. Johnson, 1982
Margaret J. Pskowski, 1982 Donald Parent, 1982
William Gregorlo, 1982 Walter H. Pskowski, 1982
Bernard Mann, 1982 Melvin Westcott, 1982







PUBLIC WATER UTILITY 6,830.00
PUBLIC UTILITIES-Electric 361.540.00
Total Valuation
Before Exemptions Allowed $33,750,425.00
Blind Exemption 1 at 11,100.00
Elderk Exennption 39 at 200,000.00
Total Exemptions Allowed $211,100.00
NET VALUATION ON WHICH THE
TAX RATE IS COMPUTED $33,539,325.00
UTILITY SUMMARY
Public Service 301 ,940.00
N.H. Electric Cooperative 59.600.00
TOTAL 361,540.00
Inventory Count
Number of Inventories Distributed in 1981 1090
Number of Inventories Properly completed
and Filed in 1981 960
Elderly Exemption Count
Number of Individuals Applying for an
Elderly Exemption 1981
Number of Individuals Granted an






Total Number of Individual Property Owners
who were granted Current Use Exemption in 1981 7 new '81
TOTAL 89
Total Number of Acres Exempted under






Memorial Day - Old home day 1 ,000.00
W.A. #8 Rescue Squad Radio 900.00
W.A. #4 Fire Department Radios 6,000.00
RECREATION:
Parl<s & Playground, inc. band concerts 450.00
W.A. #6 Survey Town Bounds 3,200.00




Damages and Legal expenses 7,800.00
Employees' retirement and Social Security 2,000.00
W.A. #10 Senior Citizens Recreation 350.00
W.A. #5 Office Machines 3,200.00
DEBT SERVICE:
Principal-long term notes & bonds 8,000.00
Interest-long term notes & bonds 6,051 .00
Interest on temporary loans 22,500.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY:
Tax Map 1,200.00
PAYMENTS TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS:
W.A.#13FireTrucl< 5,000.00
W.A. #11 Police Cruiser 2,000.00
W.A. #12 Rescue Vehicle 2,000.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 302,202.94
TAX RATE COMPUTATION
Total Town Appropriations 302,293.00
Total Revenues and Credits 229,512.00
Net Town Appropriations 72,691 .00
Net School Tax Assessments 707,670.00
County Tax Assessment 50,828.00
Total of Town, School and County 831 ,184.00
9
DEDUCT Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 40603.00
ADD War Service Credits 8800.00
ADD Overlay 9,000.00 8912.00
Property Taxes to be Raised
NET ASSESSED VALUATION $33,539,325.00
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Town Property Taxes Assessed $808,298.00
Total Gross Property Taxes $808,298.00
Less: Est. War Service Tax Credits 8,800.00
Net Property Tax Commitment $799,498.00
Net School Appropriations $707,670.00
County Tax Assessment 50,828.00
TAX RATES






REVENUES & CREDITS AVAILABLE












































































For the Calendar Year Ended December 31 , 1 981
ASSETS
Reserved for Liens Elderly & Disabled 5,383.01
School District Taxes Payable 353,670.00
TOTAL ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN 364,382.62
State and Town Joint Highway Construction Accounts:
Unexpended Balance in State Treasury 612.00
TOTAL of State and Town Joint Highway Constr. Acct. 612.00
Capital Reserve Funds:
Capital Reserve Funds 22,634.29
TOTAL CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS 22,634.29
TOTAL LIABILITIES 387,628.91




Property Taxes - Current Year - 1 981 645,880.09
Resident Taxes - Current Year - 1981 13,270.00
Yield Taxes - Current Year - 1 981 2,71 2.58
Prop. Taxes & Yield Taxes-Prev. Yrs. 155,563.22
Resident Taxes - Previous Years 1 ,150.00
Land Use Change Tax-Curr. & Prior Yr 1 ,100.00
Interest rec. on Delinquent Taxes 9,275.05
Penalties-Resident Taxes 143.00
Tax sales redeemed 22,666.64
TOTAL TAXES COLLECTED AND REMITTED 851 ,760.58
FROM STATE
Meals and Rooms Tax 11,573.25
Interest and Dividends Tax 19,403.79
Savings Bank Tax 2,441 .06
Highway Subsidy 12,130.68
Reimb. a/c Road Toll Refund 440.47
Reimb. a/c Business Profits Tax 49,164.40
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM STATE 95,153.65
FROM LOCAL SOURCES, EXCEPT TAXES
Motor Vehicle Permits Fees 57,815.00
Dog Licenses 1,295.30
Business Lie. Permits, & Fees 1 ,674.60
Fines & Forfeits, Munic. & Dist. Court 315.00
Rent of Town Property 2,130.00
Interest Received on Deposits 23,058.68
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Income from Departments 9,037.83
TOTAL INCOME FROM LOCAL SOURCES 95,326.41
RECEIPTS OTHER THAN CURRENT REVENUE
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes 400,000.00
Insurance Adjustments 22.79
Saleof Town Property 10,066.48
Returned Checks (2,707.97)
TOTAL Receipts Other Than Current Revenue 407,381 .30
GRANTS FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Revenue Sharing 19,725.00
TOTAL GRANTS FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 19,725.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS OTHER THAN
CURRENT REVENUE 407,381.30
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES 1 ,469,346.94





Town officers' salaries 15,482.54
Town officers' expenses 21 ,526.02
Election and Registration expenses 1,069.52
Town Hall & Other Building Expenses 8,009.46
TOTAL GENERAL GOVERNMENTAl
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES
Town road aid 709.33
Town Maintenance 25,635.52
Street Ligliting 1,712.38
General expenses of higliway dept. 10,734.45
Other Highway & Bridges exp. 19,988.86





Other Public Welfare Expenses
Juvenile Placements 19,098.81
TOTAL PUBLIC WELFARE EXPENSES 29,383.43
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
Memorial Day-Old Home Day 881 .26
TOTAL PATRIOTIC PURPOSE EXPENSES 881 .26
PUBLIC SERVICES ENTERPRISES
Cemeteries 800.00
TOTAL PUBLIC SERVICE ENTERPRISE EXPENSES 800.00
UNCLASSIFIED
Damages and Legal Expenses 5,915.00
Tax Map 575.00
Employees' retirement & Soc. Security 1 ,616.92
Taxes bought by town 31 ,395.33
Discounts, Abatements & Refunds 797.46
Payment of Lien for the Elderly
(RSA72:38-A) 1,589.36
Other Unclass. Exp. Timber Tax 1 ,584.20
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED EXPENSES 43,473.27
DEBT SERVICE
Payments on Tax Anticipation Notes400,000. 00
Principal-long term notes and bonds 8,000.00
Interest-long term notes and bonds 5,193.16
Interest on temporary loans 18,983.34
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE PAYMENTS 432,176.50
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CAPITAL OUTLAY
Payments to capital reserve funds 9,000.00
WA #4- Fire Dept. Radios 5,900.00
WA #6 - survey town bounds 1,150.00
WA #5 - copy machine, calculators 3,143.00
WA #8 -rescue squad radio 807.00
WA #7-water systems town hall, lib. 2,000.00
WA #18 - senior citizens recreation 350.00
Encumbered funds 4,563.90
TOTAL CAPITAL OUTLAY PAYMENTS 26,913.90
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL
DIVISIONS
Payment to State a/c Dog License Fees 149.50
Taxes paid to county 50,828.00
Payments to School Districts 643,607.15
TOTAL PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVT. DIVISIONS 694,584.65
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES 1 ,415,947.60
Cash on hand December 31 , 1 981 308,634.86
GRAND TOTAL 1,724,582.46
SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
As of December 31 , 1981
Long Term Notes Outstanding Purpose Amount
of Issue
Library Building 9,000.00
TOTAL LONG TERM NOTES OUTSTANDING 9,000.00
Bonds Outstanding
Fire House Building 80,000.00
TOTAL BONDS OUTSTANDING 80,000.00
TOTAL LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS - 12-31-81 89,000.00
RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING
LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Outstanding Long Term Debt December 31, 1981
SCHEDULE OF TOWN
PROPERTY
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings 175,300.00
Furniture and Equipment 10,700.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 44,670.00
Furniture and Equipment 17,300.00
Police Department
Equipment 9,000.00
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 100,000.00
Equipment 46,650.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 28,430.00
Equipment 12,000.00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 15,700.00
All Lands and Buildings acquired through Tax Collector's
deeds Owner Unknown total of 8 lots 7,690.00
All Other Property and equipment




2281 Motor Vehicle Permits Issued
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During Year
Redemptions 13601.34 5184.95 3880.35
Interest & Costs
After Sale 586.05 805.61 1060.89
Abatements During Yr— — — 118.80
Deeded to Town
During Year 252.79 247.03 238.54
Unredeemed Taxes - 17541.20 5944.82 297.17
End of Fiscal Year
Unremitted Cash
TOTAL CREDITS 31981.38 12182.41 5476.95 118.80
*These sums represent the total of Unredeemed Taxes, as of
January 1 , 1981 from Tax Sales held in Previous Fiscal Years.
**Amount of Tax Sale(s) held during current fiscal year,






Uncollected Taxes-Beginning of Levies of Previous
Fiscal Year 1981 1980 Years
Property Taxes 156713.15
Resident Taxes 1210.00 60.00
Yield Taxes 273.46
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes 801308.78
Resident Taxes 15320.00
Land Use Change Taxes 1100.00
Yield Taxes 3042.08
Added Taxes:
Property Taxes 3840.26 329.39
Resident Taxes 1050.00 260.00
23
Interest Collected on Delinquent
Property Taxes: 175.09 6647.41





Rent of Town Property
Town Hall 2,130.00
2,130.00
Interest on Deposits 23,058.68
Income from Departments
Board of Adjustment 333.30
Planning Board 2,300.39














Road Agent Offset 309.96
Fire Department Donations 15.00
9,037.83
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue
Sale of Town Property 1 0,066.48
Unemployment Ins. Tax Refund 22.79
10,089.27
Grants
Revenue Sharing 19,725,00 19,725.00
Returned Checks (2,707.92) (2,707.92)
Total Receipts 1,705,599.12
Payments - 1981 1 ,396,964.26





























Howard Johnson-Fees 1600.00 1600.00 1240.85
PLUMBING INSPECTOR 600.00











Heating Oil 3900.00 3699.77
Bottled Gas 1000.00 265.18
Telephone 120.00 118.85
Plumbing 100.00 160.61
Rubbisli Removal 165.00 288.00







Holmes & Bassett 341.60
Lindsay Water Conditioning 127.50
Governor's Council on Energy 200.00

















































































SUBTOTAL 700.00 700.00 978.37
Town Engineer 3000.00 3000.00 995.00
Southern Rockingham
Planning Commission 1197.00 1197.00 1196.50
Master Plan Committee: 250.00 250.00
Minutes 48.00




SUBTOTAL 250.00 250.00 290.02






SUBTOTAL 800.00 800.00 502.27
TOTAL PLANNING & ZONING 5947.00 5947.00 3962.16
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
INSURANCE: 14654.00
Workers Compensation 4467.00 2615.00
Bond 350.00
Unennployment 400.00 64.88




Fire & Police 600.00 433.18
Public Liability 1500.00 900.00
SUBTOTAL 14654.00 14654.00 8679.16
TOTAL PROTECTION PERSONS






SUBTOTAL 600.00 600.00 600.00
AMBULANCE 2400.00 2400.00 2350.00
DVNA 3870.00 3870.00 3870.00
NEWMARKET REG. HEALTH 650.00 650.00 650.00
SALEM MENTAL HEALTH 1851.00 1851.00 1851.00
RESCUE SQUAD: 1975.00
Telephone



























Ralph Drowne, Jr. 432.00
SUBTOTAL 5000.00 5000.00 5736.20




















Holmes & Bassett 470.00
Ralph Drowne Jr. 952.00
Roger Sanborn 2789.00
SUBTOTAL 15000.00 15000.0019899.32
TOTAL SUMMER & WINTER 20000.00 20000.0025635.52
*Certificate of Insurance on file at Town Hall.
TOWN MAINTENANCE









Truck Sales & Service 62.75
N.H. Good Roads Assoc. 10.00




Sam's Auto Sales & Services 1 20.00
SenterAuto _____^ 1094.30
SUBTOTAL 6000.00 6000.0010734.45







SUBTOTAL 8455.66 8455.66 8266.91
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PERMANENT IMPROVEMENT




TOTAL 1000.00 1000.00 881.26
Recreation 450.00 450.00
Public Service Enterprises




Balance on hand 1/1/1981 7.10




Added RECEIPTS to the appropriation, but on a non-lapsing




Gift of Books 100.00











Less for above 332.30
Bal. 19.01
Dec. 31, 1981
Prepared by Ernest Pillsbury, Treasurer, Sandown Public





In 1981, the Newmarket Regional Health Center celebrated Its
10th anniversary and opened a new medical facility, the
Lamprey River Clinic, in Raymond, New Hampshire. At both
facilities, a medical program is operated, providing general
medical care, preventive health services and an extensive
community outreach program, which includes preventive
screening clinics, health education and social services. In 1981
,
the health center initiated a mental health linkage program. Ann
Bliss, a counselor, was hired to provide mental health services
which consist of initial intake and assessment, short-term
counseling linkage and referral to area mental health agencies.
Medical services are provided by Sarah Oxnard, M.D.,
Michael Lewis, R.P.A., and Barbara Janeway, M.S.N.
A. R.N. P. In July, Peter Friedensohn, M.D. joined the staff. Dr.
Friedensohn is a graduate of Dartmouth Medical School. The
medical team includes registered nurses, medical assistants
and community health workers. For more information or to
make a medical appointment, call 659-3106 in Newmarket,
895-5531 in Raymond, or toll-free in Newmarket at
1-800-582-7279.
The Community Health Workers coordinate a school health
program and preventive screening clinics to detect potential
health hazards. They hold informative workshops and act as
liaison between the medical providers and the patient.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center also operates a
Senior Citizen Transportation Program. In 1981, two new
18-passenger busses (with hydraulic lifts) were purchased,
increasing our fleet to three vehicles equipped to provide
services to individuals confined to a wheelchair.
The transportation service enables seniors to remain
independent, self-sufficient and active by providing rides to
needed services, including medical, shopping and recreational
trips. For .more information or to arrange a ride for a senior
citizen, call 659-2424 or toll-free at 1-800-582-7279.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center wishes to express its













1 Demolish existing building and rebuild
19 Additions
5 Sheds
5 Garage or Barn
4 Foundations
1 Replace existing Mobile Home
1 Pool
1 Convert existing to apartments
4 Finish basements or 2nd floor














Mobile Home, Replaced by New Home









This year of 1981 has seen a marked reduction of rubbish
problem complaints. This is encouraging as it concerns us all.
We wish to thank all for their part in keeping our town clean and
encourage everyone to keep up the good work.
May I suggest that each of us secure all rubbish enroute to
the disposal area as it is evident as you look along the sides of
the roads that a certain amount of rubbish is being lost along
the way. It is required by law for all rubbish to be covered.
Again may I remind you that your Health Officer is ever ready




Town of Sandown, NH
PLANNING BOARD REPORT
I would first like to thank all the members of the Sandown
Planning Board for a job well done, but the great task is still
before us.
As you know, the Master Plan Committee has been formed
and is very hard at work generating new input for the Board to
review, which someday will help with the growth of Sandown.
As usual the Planning Board was very busy during the past
year with numerous subdivisions, both large and small. For the
first time since I have served, we had a full Board including 3
alternates which indicates to me that the Town's people have
heard the message -GET INVOLVED IN THE PLANNING OF
YOUR TOWN!!
We are again looking forward to a very busy year and with
your help and better communications, we will make the task
easier for all. Remember all the Planning Board's meetings are







This year the commission began the management of the
Town Forest. The Town Forest is located on Fremont Road
opposite where Phillips Road begins. It is almost across from
Lily Pond. The primary purpose for managing the various town
owned parcels of property is to improve the remaining trees. A
secondary benefit is the generation of relatively small sums of
money to be used in part to accurately locate other town owned
lands. This money is placed in a special conservation fund.
Research was conducted with respect to three town owned
lots of land. The lots are commonly referred to as: 1) The
Sawyer Lot, 2) the Collins/Cheney Lot and 3) the Philbrick Lot.
The work on these particular lots necessitated some
professional assistance which amounted to $680. However, for
the work that was done this is a very nominal amount. It is
worth noting that this money came from the special
conservation fund and not town taxes.
The Commission feels that this a very unique year in which
the Town's people have the opportunity to vote for something
that will be beneficial not only for current residents but for
future generations. That something is the proposed Wetlands
Conservation District.
The Commission wanted to begin a semi-annual water
quality testing program. However, due to the few people
actively participating in this Commission it was not possible.
It does not look like it will be feasible in future years either. The
program would have involved the semi-annual sampling and
subsequent analysis of each and every naturally occuring body
of water in Sandown. This is an important program in an effort
to maintain good water quality.
Our special thanks are extended to Mr. John Holmes, Jim
Hayden of the Soil Conservation Service, Forester Tom Neff
and the Southern Rockingham County Planning Commission











THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
The Polls Will Be Open From 10:00 A.M. To 7:00 P.M.
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF SANDOWN IN THE
COUNTY OF ROCKINGHAM IN SAID STATE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN
TOWN AFFAIRS:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT TOWN HALL IN SAID
SANDOWN ON TUESDAY, THE NINETH DAY OF MARCH, NEXT AT




To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. The following articles to be voted on at adjourned meeting
Wednesday, March 10, at 7:00 p.m.
3. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray town
charges for the ensuing year and mal<e appropriation of the
same.
4. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000
(Twenty thousand dollars) to sand and seal five miles of town
road. (With Recommendation of the Budget Committee)
5. To see if the Town of Sandown will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $8,000 (eight thousand dollars) for the purchase of a
Rescue Vehicle, such funds to come from the Revenue Sharing
Fund established under the provisions of the State and Local
Assistance Act of 1972, as amended, or to be raised by tax
dollars. The balance of $2,000 to come from the Capital Reserve
Fund for a total amount available of $10,000. (By Petition)
(Without Recommendation of the Budget Committee)
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$6500 (sixty five hundred dollars) for the following repairs to the
Library: Basement entrance, east side; concrete wheel chair
ramp and correct swing entrance to Library level; fill to street
entrance level on front side and hot top walk to concrete ramp;
Jack Hammer entrance in basement, add door, trim, etc.;
building to be complete with electricity, drywall, paint, trim,
floor coverings, exit signs, etc. (Without Recommendation of
the Budget Committee)
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000 (five thousand dollars) to be placed in the Capital Reserve
Account for the purpose of a new fire truck. (With
Recommendation of the Budget Committee)
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000 (two thousand dollars) to be placed in the Capital Reserve
Account for the purpose of a new police cruiser. (With
Recommendation of the Budget Committee)
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000 (two thousand dollars) to be placed in the Capital Reserve
Account for the purpose of a new rescue vehicle. (With
Recommendation of the Budget Committee)
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,000 (one thousand dollars) for the purchase of (5) five
revolvers for the Police Department, such funds to come from
the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of
State and Local Assistance Act of 1972, as amended, or to be




To see if the Town will vote to accept Town Road Aid, State to
contribute $4747.32. Town to raise and appropriate $712.10.
(With Recommendation of the Budget Committee)
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$450 (four hundred fifty dollars) for the purchase and installation
of a fuel tank for the storage of gasoline for the Police
Department. (With Recommendation of the Budget Committee)
12A. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,900 (two thousand nine hundred dollars) for the purchase of
(1) one mobile unit with the scan option and (2) two hand held
radio units and accessories for the Police Department, such
funds to come from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under
the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972, as
amended, or to be raised by tax dollars. (With Recommendation
of the Budget Committee)
1 3. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $350 (three
hundred fifty dollars) for Recreational and Educational purposes
for the Elderly, and to authorize the withdrawal of the amount
requested from the Federal Revenue Sharing Funds under the
provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972, and as
amended in 1976. (By Petition) (With Recommendation of the
Budget Committee)
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$100 (one hundred dollars) for fire proofing the boiler room at the
Library. (With Recommendation of the Budget Committee)
15. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the provisions of the
Municipal Budget Law, N.H.R.S.A. Chapter 32, said rescission
to take effect immediately upon the termination of the 1982 Town
Meeting. (Secret Ballot)
16. To see if the Town will vote to rescind its previous vote providing
for the election of members to the Town of Sandown Planning
Board and instead provide for the appointment of the seven
members of said Board by the Selectmen.
17. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow money
in anticipation of taxes.
18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell, at
public auction or by advertized sealed bids and to convey any real
estate acquired through deeds from the Collector of Taxes,
provided, however, that the Selectmen, pursuant to the authority
granted by RSA 80:42 (III; (supp.) may sell such property to the
former owner thereof (or his heirs, successors, and assigns) who
lost the same to the Town for non-payment of taxes, upon said
owner paying to the Town (I) all past unpaid taxes, including
costs and interests relating thereto, (II) all expenses incurred by
the Town in the administration of said property and (III) all tax
revenues lost by the Town, by virtue of the Town's ownership of
said property, from the time of its acquisition by the Town to the
time of its conveyance to the former owner.
19. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to make
application for, to receive and spend in the name of the Town,
such advances, grants in aid or other funds as may now or herein
after be forthcoming from Federal, State and local or private
agencies.
20. To see if the Town will vote to establish the polling hours for
Federal, State and Town elections as follows: Polls will open no
later than 10 AM and close no earlier than 7 PM, these hours to
remain in effect until amended by vote of the town at an annual
town meeting or special town meeting called for the same.
(By Petition)
21. To see if the Town will adopt the provisions of N.H.R.S.A.
76:1 5-a (supp) as amended by 1981, 465:15, providing for the
semi-annual collection of taxes.
22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to grant
franchises for the installation of cable television systems within
the Town pursuant to N.H.R.S.A. Chapter 53-C.
22A. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize the
withdrawal from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund the
remaining balance of $5686 (five thousand six hundred eighty six
dollars) for use as setoffs against budgeted appropriations for
Police and Fire Departments or take any other action hereon.
23. To see if the Town of Sandown will vote to allow the "Sandown
Historical Society and Museum" to occupy the Sandown Depot;
being responsible for operating expenses and continued
renovations. It is the intention of the Society to use the building
as a museum for the purpose of recording and displaying the
history of the Town of Sandown. (By Petition)
24. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following resolution
(RSA 204-C:11) : "Be it resolved by the Town of Sandown that
the New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority be and is
authorized to sponsor a project for low income persons under
Section 8 of the U.S. Housing Act of 1937 as amended, for newly
constructed housing of 24 units for elderly families; the total of
the foregoing not to exceed 24 units."
25. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following as the second
paragraph to existing Article VI, Section 1 of the Zoning
Ordinance: (Ballot Question)
The Board of Adjustment shall also include five alternate
members. Whenever a regular member shall be absent, the
Chairman shall designate an alternate, if an alternate is present,
to act in the absent member's place. One alternate member shall
be appointed to serve for one year, one for two years, one for
three years, one for four years, and one for five years and
thereafter the Selectmen shall annually appoint one member for
a term of five years. Said alternate members shall be removeable
by the Selectmen upon written charges and after public hearing.
Vacancies among the alternates shall be filled for the unexpired
term. (With Recommendation of the Planning Board)
26. To see if the Town will vote to adopt Article II, Part C, Sections




DRIVEWAY REGULATIONS- All Zones
SECTION 1
A permit shall be required for the establishment of any driveway,
unless the issuance of driveway permits for a roadway is under the
jurisdiction of the State of New Hamphire.
SECTION 2
It shall be unlawful to construct, or by any other means establish, a
driveway connecting to any Town Road or proposed Town Road
without first obtaining a formal written permit therefor.
SECTION 3
It shall be the duty of the Administrative Authority to determine that
an all season safe sight distance of 200 feet exists in both directions
along the highway from the driveway, and that adequate drainage
provisions have been made for the proposed driveway.
For the purposes of this section, all season safe sight distance is
defined as a line which encounters no visual obstruction between 2
points, each at a height of 3 feet 9 inches above the pavement, and so
located as to represent the critical line of sight between the operator of
a vehicle using the access and the operator of a vehicle approaching
from either direction.
SECTION 4
Before any driveway for which a permit has been issued has been
given final approval, the Administrative Authority shall determine that
to his satisfaction both the sight distance and drainage requirements
specified in the permit have been met.
SECTION 5
The Administrative Authority for the issuing and monitoring of
driveway permits shall be the Sandown Town Road Agent.
SECTIONS
There shall be a fee of $5.00 for the issuance of a driveway permit
required pursuant to sections 1 and 2 of this Article II Part C. (With
recommendation of the planning board)
27. To see if the Town will vote to change Article II, Part A. Section 7,
to read: (Ballot Question)
"There shall be a fee for the issuance of any building permit
required pursuant to Section 2 of this Article II, Part A, such fees
shall be calculated as follows:
a) Alterations/additions: $10.00 base fee plus $2.00 per $1000
of estimated added value over $500.00.
b) New dwellings (including apartments) - .04(j; per square foot
of above-ground floor space.
c) Commercial /Industrial (excluding apartments) - $2.00 per
$1000 of estimated cost.
d)The inspection of every sanitary system as required under
this Ordinance or under any state statutes when such
inspection is performed by any town official on behalf of the
town or the State of New Hampshire $5.00.
28. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the Wetland Conservation
District Zoning Provision as an addition to the Town Zoning
Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board, to read as
follows: (Ballot Question)
ARTICLE II PART B
Section 4




In the interest of public health, convience, safety, and welfare,
the regulations of this district are intended to guide the use of
areas of land with standing water or extended periods of high
water tables:
A. To encourage those uses that can be appropriately and
safely located in wetland areas.
B. To prevent the destruction of natural wetlands which
provide flood protection, recharge of ground water supply,
and augmentation of streann flow during dry periods.
C. To prevent unnecessary or excessive expenses to the Town
to provide and maintain essential services and utilities.
D. To prevent the development of structures and land uses on
naturally occuring wetlands which would contribute to
pollution of surface and ground water and threaten public
health and safety.
0402 DISTRICT BOUNDARIES
The Sandown Wetland Conservation District is hereby
determined to be those areas that contain ponds, lakes, and
perennial streams as shown on the Town of Sandown Wetland
Conservation District Map. Areas that contain soils identified
and outlined as poorly drained or very poorly drained soils by
the National Cooperative Soil Survey through field mapping
surveys completed in August 1981 and shown on field mapping
photographic sheets for the Town of Sandown, New Hampshire
are also included. The Wetland Conservation District as herein
defined as is shown on a map or maps designated as the Town
of Sandown Wetland Conservation District Map. For a detailed
explanation of soil types, see "Soils and their Interpretations
for Various Land Uses, Town of Sandown, Rockingham
County, New Hampshire" on file with the Planning Board and
the U.S. Soil Conservation Service office in Exeter.
0403 GENERAL
In the event an area is incorrectly designated as having poorly
drained or very poorly drained soils on the Town of Sandown
Wetland Conservation District Map and evidence to that effect
is satisfactorily presented to the Building Inspector, (in the
case of a request for a building permit) or to the Planning Board
(in the case of a subdivision pending approval) the restrictions
contained in this Section shall not apply. Such evidence shall
be obtained by adequate on-site soils investigation and
analysis conducted by a qualified soils scientist (as interpreted
herein). Such evidence shall be accompanied by the findings of
*

a review by the Rockingham County Conservation District. The
evidence and findings shall be submitted in writing to the
Building Inspector (in the case of a request for a building
permit) or to the Planning Board (in the case of a subdivision
pending approval) with a copy of the evidence and findings to
the Town Clerk. The Town Clerk shall retain the copy for record
purposes. All expenses shall be borne by the applicant.
Only subdivisions with final approval will not be affected by
this provision provided that active and substantial development
has taken place in accordance with the plan during the first
twelve months after the approval
.
0404 PERMITTED USES
The following uses are permitted.
1
.
For poorly drained soil areas.
a. The erection of a structure but only if such structure is
accessory to a use permitted under subparagraph c thru
j
below.
b. Alterations of surface configuration of the land by the
addition of fill or dredging but only if such fill or dredging
is accessory to a use permitted under subparagraph c thru
j below.
c. Agriculture, including grazing, hay production, gardening,
and silage production provided that such use is shown not
to cause significant increases in surface or ground water
pollution and that such use will not cause excessive soil
erosion.
d. Forestry and tree farming including construction of access
roads associated with forestry and tree farming.
e. The constructions of well water supplies.
f. Drainage ways to include streams, creeks, or other paths
of normal runoff water and common agricultural land
drainage provided such use is otherwise permitted in the
Town Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations.
g. Wildlife habitat development and management,
h. Parks and recreational uses.
i. Conservation areas and nature trails,
j. Open space as permitted by subdivision regulations and
. othersectionsof this Ordinance.
2. For very poorly drained soils, marshes, lakes, ponds and
perennial streams.
Such uses as specified under Paragraph 0404-1 (a-j) for
poorly drained soils shall be permitted except that no
alteration of the surface configuration of the land by filling
or dredging and no use which results in the erection of a
structure will be allowed.
3. Special Exception.
Special Exceptions may be granted by the Board of
Adjustment for the following uses within the Wetland
Conservation District: streets, roads, and other access ways,
water innpoundments, and utility right-of-way easements
including power lines and pipe lines if such location is
essential to the productive use of land not so zoned, and so
constructed as to minimize any detrimental impact of such
use upon the Wetland Conservation District.
29. To transact any other business that may legally come before this
meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this fifteenth day of February, in the
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This year the department utilized the new building and
enjoyed the benefits that have been provided compared to the
old building.
The number of structure fires have been at a low level, a large
percentage were preventable, these types of fires are the ones
that present unnecessary life and property problems to
neighboring homes.
As the high cost of heating is still with us, the use of wood
has become a common fuel to aid in home heating and as
experience and expertise is gained some of the problems of
previous years are being reduced, still improper disposal of
ashes and stoves close to combustible materials (walls,
furniture, etc.) are the common problems we still have.
Remember to have chimneys cleaned and inspected at least
once a year for safe operation.
The five mobile and two portable radios were purchased and
installed in the vehicles.




The Police Department continued to serve the residents with
a high level of efficiency in 1981
.
At this time, seven members of the department have been
certified as Part-Time Officers with two awaiting certification
and one enrolled in classes.
Of the 3,120 budget hours, 3,421 were actually served with
an additional 13,700 hours of unpaid on call time donated by
the officers based on the two man patrol system. In addition to
the donated hours, officers answer the emergency phones and
provide income to the town through insurance reports.
Through the efforts of our residents, arrests and convictions
resulted from information forwarded to the department. That
cooperation from the community helps enable the department
to provide increased protection.
Juvenile crime is on the increase and the number of offenses
prosecuted increased. The State now holds parents responsible
for the actions and damages done by their children up to
$15,000 and the department seeks restitution to individuals in
cases where warranted.
The open door policy initiated three years ago is still in
effect. Residents are encouraged to seek help from the
department in areas of home and personal property protection,
juvenile problems, domestic violence and neighborhood watch
programs.
The budget shows a requested increase of $2,000. This is the
first increase since 1979. The increased costs of investigation,
prosecution and need for increased patrol account for the
majority of the request. As a greater number of adult and
juvenile offenders are brought before the courts to answer for
crimes, the cost to the town also increases. An additional 500
hours of patrol will increase visability but represents only 10
additional hours of patrol a week. The same visability is a
deterrant to crime.
In the coming year, the department will continue their efforts







Phone calls to station
RESCUE SQUAD REPORT
Since January 1 , 1981 the Rescue Squad has responded to 50
medical ennergencys and 8 fire calls.
The present active membership consists of 3 Advanced First
Aiders and 10 Nationally Registered Emergency Medical
Technicians, bringing the total to 13 active members.
During the year the Rescue Squad changed from a 6 phone
system to a quick call system. The Rescue phone rings in the
homes of 3 members and also at Southern New Hampshire
Ambulance Service. This system has given us a better response
time.
The Rescue Squad \n\\\ do its best to provide 24 hour
coverage as we have done in the past.
The volunteers of the Rescue Squad wish to express their








Carried forward from last year 2,087.54
Town share 1 981 -82 appropriation 709.33
State share 1 981 -82 appropriation 4,728.85
TOTAL 7,525.72
Money Spent
Northeastern Culvert - pipe 1 ,643.62
Payroll - equipment - w/e 9-19-81 925.70
Payroll - equipment - w/e 9-26-81 965.40
Payroll - equipment - w/e 10-3-81 1 ,336.50
Payroll - equipment - w/e 10-10-81 2,042.50
TOTAL 6,913.72




CENTER FOR LIFE MANAGEMENT
The Mental Health Center for Southern New Hampshire is
now the Center for Life Management. The name change reflects
the purpose and philosophy which guides the continued growth
and development of the organization. The mission of the Center
Is to provide a resource for individuals and families
experiencing problems in daily living.
The Center for Life Management now operates a 24-hour
emergency response system; two outpatient clinics (Salem and
Derry); inpatient psychiatrict services; a partial hospitalization
program; a substance abuse program; consultation to area
schools, professionals and agencies; and a Family & Life
Education program.
Our Salem branch office is located at 22 Main Street on the
second floor of the Salem Professional Building. Clinic hours
are Monday through Friday, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, and Tuesday
and Thursday evening until 9:00. Our Derry branch is located in
the Medical Arts Building, Birch Street. Clinic hours are
Monday through Friday, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, and Wednesday
and Thursday evenings until 9:00.
The Windham Inn is located on Route 28, Windham. The
Windham Inn is a program for individuals who have experienced
long and/or severe emotional crises. They often must relearn
the basic skills of daily living. The Windham Inn provides a
supportive family atmosphere in which clients regain basic
social, self-care, communication and work skills. Productive
employment is a primary goal of both staff and clients at the
Windham Inn. Through daily classes in prevocational skills and
a community based transitional employment program,
Windham Inn clients gradually return to full-time work.
During 1981 our Family and Life Education program provided
the following programs and services to the residents of
Sandown.
January 20 "When Red and Green Turns Blue"
February 10 "As the Bills Pour ln...$$"
March 3 "Stepparenting"
March 22 "Stress and Family Life"
April 14 "Sweet Nothings"
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April 28 "Explaining Death to Children"
May 19 "Upheaval and Relocation"
June 2 "Summer Survival with Kids"
October 1 -November 19 "Stress Management" (8 weel< course)
October 20 "Pre-School Books as a Parenting Aid"
October, 20, Novembers, November 17 "I Can Cope"
October 1 4-November 1 1 "Anxiety Management"(6 week course)
October 26 "Parenting Skills"
October 28 "Stress"
November 17 "Going Single"
December 8 "When You're Racing with the Clock"
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
During the year 1981 this Board heard eleven cases in all. Six
of these were requests for variances to the zoning ordinances.
Five were granted and one denied at public hearings. One
request for a Special Exception was denied. We heard four
appeals to an administrative decision by a town official. These
were in regard to the issuance of building permits by the
Building Inspector. Two of these were upheld and two denied.
Three of these Appeals were evidently deemed to be so
complex, that both parties involved were represented by
Attorneys at Law.
During the year we lost the services of Steve Kreatz as an
Alternate due to his moving out of town. We were and are
fortunate to have the services of Sandra Newton to record all
our hearings and decisions. These minutes are typed by her for
our records and greatly appreciated. The Board now consists of
George Romaine as Chairman, Robert O'Neill, Fred Cote,
Timothy Morrill and Jim Tammany, Secretary. Mr. David







Before starting my report this year, I would like to say due to
cutting the 1981 Highway Budget there has not been much
Summer Maintenance done this year when you only have $6,000
to maintain the amount of road this town has. The roads are in
such poor shape you spend half the summer patching holes
and when it rains you are back doing the same thing, so you
wind up spending half your time patching roads. If you want to
hire help or equipment you wind up eating up a good share of
your money. If the town does not come up with some kind of a
plan soon to start rebuilding parts of these roads where they are
in such bad shape and start sealing these roads, you are to
wind up costing more and more to keep them in repair. It's not
like it was ten to fifteen years ago when you jumped out of your
seat when a car went by, you didn't know what was going on.
Today you have a lot more cars and trucks on these roads and
they do a lot more damage than they did a few years ago. Also
we have a few stone culverts that are falling in due to heavy
trucks going over them. They also need to be replaced. Also, on
Odell Road on Odell Hill there is a wall which is starting to fall
down and should have repairs done to it before all of it falls
down. Parts of Odell Road is in bad need of repair, and parts of
North Road, Wells Village Road, Fremont Road. You also have
Odell Bridge which needs to be repaired or replaced and one on
Wells Village Road where the salt has eaten the cement away
and the railings are starting to fall down. These are only a few
things that sooner or later will have to be done.
Now I would like to say a little something about myself. I
hear a lot of comments either I don't know anything about
taking care of roads or I am trying to make a full time job out of
it. Well, it might look like a full time job but half the time I am
the only one out there doing the work. I didn't just show up
from the. city. I am a native of New Hampshire and worked on
town roads in my town and spent a few years working for the
state of New Hampshire Highway Department and on a few
other road construction jobs so I should know a little about
taking care of roads and if there is something I don't know
about the roads I will talk to someone that does know and can
help the town and does have a responsibility to take care of
these roads.
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We no longer live In the past where you pack up
your car for the winter and put It away for the winter and then
take it out when the snow and mud was gone. That might have
been alright back then but today people want to move and they
don't want to wait until spring to do it. Today you have schools,
businesses, fire department and traveling public that have to
get around these roads. God forbid if anything should happen
because of neglect to maintain these roads both summer and
winter. There is a lot more that can be said but there might not
be room in this town report to put it all.
SUMMER MAINTENANCE
Due to the cut in the budget there was very little summer
maintenance done. There were no culverts put in, culverts were
not cleaned out, very little brush or trees were cut. All that got
donewas mowing the sides of the roads and patching the roads.
When you are out there working you hear all these comments
that you have Highway Subsidy money, why don't you use that
on the highway, well it is used on roads to buy coal patch, salt,
sand, labor and equipment. By the time you buy all these
materials and take labor and equipment out you don't have
much left and, yet, we do have Town Road Aid money and
Additional Highway money, and this money can only be used
for construction or reconstruction of class IV and V highways
and shall not be used to increase the highway appropriation of
the town. The only one that can be used is Highway Subsidy
which can be used for maintenance or construction or
reconstruction. The only reason I am putting this in this report
is that a lot of people think that all this money is part of the
Highway Budget and it is not used for general maintenance of
town roads. It is used for rebuilding roads. This money is not
for summer or winter maintenance.
T.R.A. PROJECT
WELLS VILLAGE ROAD
This year we did a TRA Project up on Wells Village Road at
Porter's Pond where there was a very dangerous spot. There
was an old stone culvert which was starting to fall in and a
stone curve in the road. This project is about 90% complete.
What is left to do is headers for the culvert, haul in some stone
to make a sluiceway for the outlet end of culvert, gravel for mix
and place and a little hand work on the slopes and that project
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will be done. There have been a few comments about this
project, that it was done because there are apartment houses
right where the project took place. This project was not done
because of any apartments or any other buildings. I went
around with the person who has charge of TRA monies to do
these projects of all the bad and dangerous places on these
town roads. This was the project we decided to do. These
projects are not done because so and so has apartment
buildings or some representative from the town lives on these
roads. These projects are done for the safety of residents of the
town and the traveling public.
WINTER MAINTENANCE
The Winter of 1981 was mild from October to December and
from December 1981 to February of 1982 we have had snow,
rain and ice storms about one every other day. We have used
about 200 ton of salt and 1600 yards of sand. Snow storms are
easy to take care of, it is the rain and ice storms that are hard to
take care of. You salt and sand and just about the time you have
the roads back to somewhere normal you have another storm so
you are right back where you started. The ice builds up a little
more, unless the days warm up so that you can go out and try
to scrape it off. Shaded areas are the hardest to take care of
because there is not much sun light and about all you can do is
put salt and sand on them and wait until the temperature gets
just right, so hang in there, drive slow and we will do the best
we can. We have already spent roughly $20,000 out of the 1982
highway budget and this money hasn't yet been appropriated
nor will it be until town meeting. This amount includes only
labor and equipment for storms up to February 5, 1982 and






The Derry Visiting Nurse Association lias proudly served the
Town of Sandown since 1974. The following and many other
factors combine to continually demand that this agency be
effective and flexible in responding to your community's home
health care needs:
a rapidly growing population
earlier hospital discharges
linger lifespans
escalating costs of institutional care
increasing emphasis on prevention
New England tradition of self reliance
The Derry Visiting Nurse Association has a long proven
record of serving participating communities with professional
excellence and human caring. Services are offered under four
major program areas as follows.




Home Health Aide Visits
HOMEMAKING PROGRAM
Homemaker Visits
MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PROGRAM




ADULT HEALTH PROMOTION PROGRAM
Screening and Follow-up Clinics
Health Education
Adult Health Home Visits
We are happy that home health care costs have been
increasing at a much lower rate than institutional health care
costs. One of the major factors in our increased costs is
maintaining certification for reimbursement from Federal
sources such as Medicare, block grants and Title XX. However,
those Federal funds, combined with specific grants, allows our
agency to provide services to Sandown which cost the agency
over three (3) times as much as the Town appropriation. We feel
this is appropriate utilization of agency resources.
Federal funds and grants usually are restricted to specific
categories of illness, age, income and time periods. Many
people needing our services simply do not fit those specific
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eligibility categories. So, it is important to emphasize that
Town appropriations assist the agency to serve people
regardless of income and age.
Following are some major statistics for Sandown for last
fiscal year ending, June 30, 1981
.
Skilled Nursing Home Visits 225
Physical Therapy Visits 14
Occupational Therapy Visits 3
Home Health Aide Visits 78
Screening Clinics (people seen) approx. 95
Well Child Clinics (Children served) 21
Maternal Child Health Home Visits 35
The above and other services for Sandown residents come to
a total per capita value of approximately $5.75. It is impossible
to translate those services into human values, but our clients
and their families can testify to the meaning of home health
care in their lives.
If local citizens meet President Reagan's challenge to
increase local funding to compensate for drastic Federal cuts,
the Derry Visiting Nurse Association will be able to continue its
long standing commitment to serve people regardless of
income and age. If the local funding challenge is not met, this
agency will be forced to radically alter the services provided.




The Synopsis of Rules and Regulations are in effect for the
Cemeteries in Sandown. They are available upon request, also
they are printed on the back of the deeds. The Center Cennetery
is divided into four (4) sections. The lots are numbered on the
maps and a card file is made up alphabetically. The older part of
the Center Cemetery has not been completed.
The Board of Cemetery Trustees were voted at Town Meeting
by a Warrant Article #13 in 1978. The Trustees appointed Irving
Bassett as Sexton who will have charge of the maintenance,
opening and closing of graves and other services needed. In
case of cremation the same policy as a burial will be handled by
the Sexton. In this way a record will be made as to the grave
location with the Trustees. Each lot consists of two (2) graves
and they have perpetual care. The money is placed with the
Town Trustees of Trust Funds. The interest will take care of the
graves forever making it not the responsibility of the Town to
make a large appropriation. Any owner or relative of lots not so
funded is urged to contact the Trustees or Sexton for the
procedure to do so.
RECEIPTS
Balance on Hand 1/81 $132.50
Received from Selectmen 800.00
TOTAL $932.50
Disbursements
Davis, Benoit, Tessier, copies of maps $6.00
H.K. Webster Co. of N.H. 81.24
Supplies for office 10.89
Irving Bassett, Sexton, Labor, Gas, Oil 675.00
Strandell Power Equip, labor rebuild motor on mower 115.55







Sale of Cemetery lots Including perpetual care:
Frank and Emily K. Pariseau; Joseph R. and June V. Fugere;
Jeanne Genualdo; Giro and Marcia Genualdo; Salvatore and
Mary Genualdo; John and Annette Kukene; Florence J.
Spongberg.
Checks for the above were paid directly to Trustees of Trust
Funds for investments.
This Is to certify that the information contained in this report








The Master Plan Committee has been meeting on a monthly
basis since January 7, 1981. The Committee has four
subcommittees - Financial Management, Conservation/Land
Use, Roads and Recreation. These subcommittees have spent
many hours gathering pertinent information, which they
presented to the Townspeople at a Public Information Night on
September 23. On this night the Townspeople's input was
received and is being included with the previously found
information.
The Wetland Conservation District Zoning Provision was
submitted to the Planning Board by the Master Plan Committee
as a product of the Master Planning Process in Town.
The Committee meets at the Town Hall on the first
Wednesday of every month, meetings begin at 7:30 p.m. The
Townspeople are urged to attend the meetings and become





The following is a list of vital statistics for the year 1981 . As
this list is a record only of statistics reported to this office, it
does not necessarily constitute a complete listing of actual
events.
Residents requiring copies of vital statistics are advised that
they now must be obtained at the town or city of occurrence,
not neccessarily of residence, and the request must be in
writing, giving name of person requesting same, relationship,
and purpose of the request. A $3.00 fee is charged for each
copy in New Hampshire. With this in mind those requiring
copies are advised not to delay the request until the last minute
as the record could possibly be in a distant town or city, or
another state. Inquiries must be made directly to the town or
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Abbott, Albert & Geraldine L
Abrams, George & Judith L & B
Adams, Allan & Marilyn L & B
Agnew, Donald & Kathleen L & B
Alexander, Elie & Bemice L
Allen, Richard H & Patricia L & B
Allore, William M. L & B
Amario, Thelma L & B
Ambrogio, Matthew & Cynthia L & B
Anderson, Ernest & Dorothea L & B
Anderson, Konald L
Anderson, Koseda L & B
Anderson, Wilfred & Susan L & B
Andreas, Patricia L & B
Angiulo , Frank L
Angle Pond Grove L & B
Antoniewicz, John J. L & B
Armstrong, Laura L & B
Arsenault, Edward & Ann L & B
Aruda, John G. L & B
Aruda, Mary J, L & B
Aruda, Ronald & John L & B
Ashley, Albert & Cote, Claire L & B
Astuccio, Joseph & Vincent L
Astuti, Frank L & B
Atanas, Emanuel, Eleanor & Alee L & B
Atkins, Alvin & Marjorie L & B
Ayoub, John & Theresa L & B
Baier, Steven R & Sandra L & B
Bailey, Warren I L
Baker, Dennis & Pamela L & B
Baker, Fred & Sharon L & B
Baker, John & Barbara L & B
Baldwin, Robert & Nancy L & B
Banks, Alice L & B
Baragallo, Sabastian L
Barbour, Richard L & B
Barke, Barbara L & B
Barnard, Harold & June L & B
Barry, William & Lucy L & B
Bassett, Carroll & Arlene L & B
Hassett, Irving & Katherine L & B
Bassett, Raymond K. L & B
Bassett, Raymond S. & Eleanor L & B
Bastarache, Doris L & B
Batchelder, Carl & Gail L & B
Batchelder, Gary & Dorothy L & B
Beaney, Ruth L & B
Beaney, Hollis L
Beauchamp, Leo & Maria L & B
Beauchesne, Raymond & Theresa L & B
Beaulieu, Daniel & June L & B
Beaulieu, Paul & Pauline L & B
Beaulieu, Ralph & Darlene L & B
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Becker, Charles & Joanne
Bedard, Gerald & Cynthia
Bedard, Robert & Kaisa
Beecroft, Morton & Joanna
Belanger, Jacques & Lisa
Bell, Frank & Evelyn
Belleville, Willis & Marjorie
Belluardo, John & Antonette
Berthiavuae, Jason & Jesse
Beston, Kugene & Madalyn
Bethel, Charles & Ethel
Bickford, May
Bishop, James & Florine
Bishop, Welvin
Bissonnette, Thomas & Bette
Black, Frederick & Margaret
Blackburn, Karen & Kszystyniak, t
Blais, Opal
Blake, Koger & Helen
filanchard, Deborah & Elton
Blanchette, Ronald
Blanco, Vincent & Catherine
Blauvelt, merrill & Valerie
Blier, Steven
Bobryk, Alexander
Bogosh, Robert & Mary
Boisveirt, John & Susan
Bolis, William
Boose, Emery & Evelyn
Borowy, Stanley J
Bosies, Kenneth & Rose
Boudreau, J. Robert & Cheryl
Boulet, Thelma
Bowie, Leon & Mildred
Boyd, George
Boyden, Charles & Gawrys, Brenda
Bragdon, Ernest
Branco, Thomas & Mary
Brennan, Arthur & Eileen
Brennan, William & Marjorie
Brennan, William & Nora
Bresnahan, Irene
Briggs, David & Ruth
Briggs, Steven
Brigida, Marie
Britten, Willard & Ruth
Broman, Harry & Martha
Brouillard, Joseph & Phoebe
Brown, Albert
Brown, Marjorie
Brown, Neil & Ann
Brown, Robert
Brown, Stephen & Debra
Browne, Edward & EVelyn
Broyles, Thomas & Bonnie
L & B
Bruno, Ralph & Rosemarle
Bryant, Dondld & Debra
Buchicos, George & Mary
Buckless, George & Doris




Burgett, Rex & Ruth
Burgoyne, Brian
Burke, David & Charlene
Burke, John & Jacqueline
Butts, Joan
Byron, Agnes & McMahon
Cabral, William & Ann
Cachion, William J & William G
Cail, Edward & Maureen
Cain, John & Jane
Calabrese, Frank & Patricia
Callahan, Rose
Callahan, Vincent & Janet
Cameron, Angela
Cann, Allen & Joyce
Cappello, Mary
Capriole, Kobert & Gail
Carbonello, Chester & Mary Ellen
Carey, Donna & Jackson, Ellen
Carideo, Joseph
Carideo, Joseph & Maria
Carlson, Karl & Dianne
Carlson, Scott & Jane
Camabucci, Dominick
Caron, Philip
Carpenter, Bryan & Josephine
Carr, Edward
Carr, James & Rose
Carriker, Arthur & Irene
Carter, Russell & Betty
Carvello, Allan & Theresa
Casey, Russell & Ruth
Casey, Thomas
Castle, Harold & Cheryl
Caswell, Harry & Priscilla
Gate, Dorothy
Cavanaugh, Lawrence & Beverly
Cecchini, Alfred & Gilda
Celeste, Vincent & Marie
Cerva, Joseph & Gail
Ceurvels, John & Theresa
Chapman, John & Deana Jo
Charland, Douglas & Beverly
Charles, H. Est. of P. H. Stone
Charmanski, Gene & Kathleen Clancy
Chase, Richard
L & B
Chase, Steven & Susan L & B 43 »400
Chongris, George L 42,500
Christensen, Gilbert & Mary L & B 19,490
Clcenla, Lorenzo & Marias L & B 19,640
Clkacz, Michael &. Christine L & B 42,190
Clark, James & Irene L & B 34,248
Cloutier, Kene & Wendelin L & B 72,457
Coakley, John & Margaret L & B 52,750
Cochran, James & Mildred L & B 18,800
Cohen, Barry & Jeanne L & B 22,160
Coit, William & Martha L & B 16,490
Colby, John L & B 35,610
Cole, Dennis & Barbara L & B 37,492
Collins, Edward L & B 33,410
Coltunbus, Salvi & Esther L & B 42,110
Comerford, James & Mary L & B 33,750
Comparone, Francis & Catherine L 5,060
Comtois, Kobert & Donna L & B 18,540
Condon, Kobert & Donna L & B 57,340
Conlon, Eugene & Barbara L & B 20,430
Connor, Robert & Marie L & B 40,740
Conte, Joseph & Mary L & B 56,760
Convmy, Frank & Kita L & B 17,820
Cook, Dennis & Joanne L & B 30,450
Cook, Jeanne L & B 40,600
Cook, Roberta L. & B 30,417
Coeke, Raymond & Betty L & B 29,160
Coombs, Thomas & Beverly L & B 47,240
Corbin, Dorothy L & B 13,640
Cormier, Laurent & Marilyn L & B 63,660 CU
Cornell, A. J. & Beverly L & B 25,050
Correlle, William & Hedwig L & B 43,650
Corthell, Michael & Sharron L 4,920
Cossette, Arlene L & B 17,370
Costain, Steven L & B 36,745
Cote, Frederick & Holly L & B 18,130
Cote, John & Linda L & B 43,624
Cotter, Chester & Edna L & B 25,510
Coughlan, William & Margaret L & B 12,280
Cramm, David & Joyce L & B 39,244
Craver, Gail L 8,280
Crawford, George & Brenda L & B 44,114
Crawford, James & Barbara L & B 20,150
Croke, Kugene & Veronica L 9,406 CU
Croke, June & Marguerite L & B 26,820
Cronin, Leo & Beverly L & B 26,740
Crosley, Bruce & Bonnie L & B 40,374
Crotteau, Maurice & Jane L & B 30,860
Crowe, David L & B 38,630 CU
Crowell,. George & Pauline L & B 26,090
Cudmore, Thomas & Barbara L & B 37,270
Cuneo, John L & B 13,400
Cunningham, John & Patricia L & B 41,845
Cuoco, John
Curley, Helen
Curran, Gary & Gail
Cutliffe, Ronald D.
Cutliffe, Janet
Cyr, John & Janet
Daddeo, Michael & Jeanne
Dagosta, Joseph & Barbara
Dagosta, Louis
Daley, Stanley & Judith
Dallaire, James & Joyce
Damelio, Alfred & Ariel
Danielian, Meanas & Frances
Danley, Lee
Darling, William & Susan
Davis, Jeanette, Nancy & Daniell
Davis, Hichard & Anita
Davison, Robert & Sandra
Dawkins, Robert & Nancy
Day, Gary & Suzanne
Deal, Richard & Sheila
Deamelio, Roger & Leveroni, Janet
Deamon, Thomas & Rose
Dean, Dennis & Joann
Dearth, Janice
Deblois, Dennis & Carole
DeCarlo, Carmen & Mary Ann
Defeo, Myra
Delaney, Stephen & Joey
Delfino, William & Vicenza
Dematteo, Mary
Demers, Robert & Darlene
Denauw, Josephine & Marie Marsh
Densen, Paul & Elizabeth
Desmond, Francis & Arlene
Desrochers, Phillip & Nancy
Deveau , Kdward
Deveau, Jidward & Bertha
Deveau, Leon
Deveau , Theodore
Devine, James & Goergia
Devine, James & Maureen
Devlin, Frank
Dickason, Clarence & Melo
Dionne, Albert & Carol
Dionne, Arthur & Alice
DiPalma, Joseph
Dirienzo, Donald & Patricia
UiRusso, Robert & Lorraine
DiStefano, Dominic & lileanor
Divoll, Jeffrey & Darlene
Dizazzo, Dominic
Dole, Robert
Dombroski, William & Doris
Donahye, Mark A
Donnelly, Edwin & Luella
L & B
Donovan, Gail L & B 22,850
Donovan, Joseph & Lynne L & B 26,610
Dorsey, Edward & Jean L 590
Doucette, John & Marion LAB 56,150
Douglas, Theodore & Susan L & B 46,210
Dow, Koland L & B 27,230
Drake, M. L, L 22,960
Oriscoll, uonna L & B 39,330
Driscoll, Roland & Nancy L & B 40,246
Drowne, Albert L & B 29,150 CU
Drowne, Uavid & Kathleen L & B 45,620 CU
Drowne, Dorothy L & B 32,820 CU
Drowne Enterprises L 101,226 CU
Drowne, Heirs of Fred L 14,250 CU
Drowne, Ralph C. L 3,230 CU
Drowne, Richard & Norma L & B 32,527
Dube, Timothy a Lynn L 5,000
Dubois, Alfred L & B 3,900
Dubois, Barry & Mary L & B 36,400
Dubois, Gregory & Susan L 5,540
Dubrttle, Kosaire & Rita L & B 37,800
Duford, Alice & Ouila L & B 19,023
Dugas, Ronlad & Melinda L & B 39,882
Dulong, Paul L & B 14,627
Dulong, Ronald & Gail L & B 41,231
Dunbar, Basil & Ronald L & B 39,450
Dunbar, Lewis & Virginia L & B 18,740
Duncanson, Steven & Arlene L & B 37,310
Dunn, James & Rena L & B 20,730
Duquette, Femand & Ann Marie L & B 38,520
Durgin, Harold & Constance L & B 34,820
Durling, Clifford & Barbara L & B 38,911
Durling, Gordon L 6,510
Durling, Orrin & Pat L 1,660
Durling, Wendell L & B 21,120
Duston, Edwin L 11,200
Duston, William L ' 10,000
Dyer, Gene & Catherine L 6,240
Dyer, Paul L 6,190
Dyes, Rowland L & B 28,280
Earle, Clyde L & B 36,630
Eastman, Charles & Jean L & B 50,600
Eisenhaure, James & Helen L & B 49,380
Ela, Richard & Jane Chadboume L & B 45,200
Electric Co-op Inc. Utility 59,600
Elkin, Daniel & Pamela L & B 29,816
Elliott, Colin L & B 16,572
Ellis, Robert & Marie L & B 46,110
Ellsey, Richard & Donna L & B 13,712
Elsemiller, Daniel & Diana L & B 39,728
Emerson, Frederick & Lorraine L & B 66,850
Emmons, Dorothy L & B 19,240
Emond, Rita L & B 14,620
Enos, Joseph & Jane L & B 9,180
Evans, John E ' L & B 25,030
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F & C Kealty Trust
Fallon Thomas & Margaret
Fardella, Henry & Kita
Farrell, William & Eleanor
Fast, Harry & Barbara
Faucher, John & Diane
Faulkner, Catherine & R. Twitchell
Fawcett, William & Gloria
Fay, Arthur & Lillian
Feoli, John & Susan
Fidler, Jacob & Anna
Fields, Walter & Juanita
Finnigan, Carol
Fish, Sharon
Fisher, Norman & Ethel
Fisk, Conrad & Linda
Flebotte, William & Marie
Fleming, James & Linda
Flynn, Anna




Fraser, James & Margaret
Fraser, John & Monica
Fraser, Louise
Frazier, Donald & Joann
Frazier, Florence
Fredrikson, John & Regina
French, Edna
Fryer, Robert & Carol
Fugere, Jeffrey & Donna
Fugere, Joseph & June
Fusi, Ernest
Gaff, Jerome & Mai*y Ann
Gaff, John & Dorothy
Gagnon, Arthur & Patricia
Gagnon, John & Alice
Gannon, Joseph & Rosemary
Gantt, Ervin & Susan
Garcia, Gilbert© & Herodina
Gardiner, Gregory
Garland, Patricia
Garofalo, Dominic & Josephine
Garvey, Edward & Helen
Gatchell, James & Veronica
Gaznick, James & Donna
Gebo, Dawn
Geisser, John & Nellie
Genualdo, Giro & Marcia
Genual do, Jean
Genualdo, Salvatore & Sheila
L & B
Georgantas, Arthur & Beulah
Glarrussoy Richard & Vesta
Gidney, Angus & Doris
Giguere, David & Nancy
Gionet, Robert & Cynthia
Giordano, Louis
Goldberg, Anna & Bernard
Goodell, Brenda & R. Rogers
Gorder, Charles & Mary
Gorgizian, Leon & Sandra
Goterch, Rudolph
Gould, Bertha
Grabowski, Carl & K. Wallace
Granoff, Adeline
Grappi, Frank & Josephine
Grappi, Louis & Joseph
Green, Stephen
Greenwood, Gary & Linda
Greenwood, John & Martha
Gregorio, William & Jean
Griffin, John & Marjorie
Grondin, Joseph & Susan
Grout, Richard & Theresa
Greve, Fleming & Joan
Guarino, Thomas & Angela
Guamaccia, Rocco
Gudaitis, James & Claire
Guittarr, Eleanor & Jean
Gurry, £mily
Hadlock, Richard
Haggeirty, Francis & Gail
Haggett, Richard & Mary
Haines, Richard & Kathleen
Hall, Christopher
Hall, Raymond & Jennie
Hall, Richard & Virginia
Halstead, Sherman & Carol
Hamblett, Mark & Paula
Hamel, Roger & J. Artimovich
Hamlin, Raymond
Hampton, Robert & Barbara
Hardwick, John & Jacqueline
Harper, Michael & Lynda
Harrington, John & Dianne
Hartford, Charles & Priscilla
Hartford, Douglas & Cheryl
Hartford, Pennylope
Hawkes, Edwin & Sandra
Hayes, Cephas & Rose
Hayes, Kevin & Pamela
Hebert, Femand & Dorothy
Heil, Joel & Sheila
Heirs of Bates, Shirley D.
L
Hemingway » Joseph & Helalne
Hendrix, Donald & Elaine
Heniy, Peter & Susan
Herbert, George & Sarah
Hertrich, David & Dianne
Hesselbach, Helen
Hibbard, Kvelyn & Lois
Higgins, Henry & Janice
Higham, Andrew & Christine





Holmes, Everett & Ruth





Hooper, Cleole & Mary
Homing, Leonard
Horton, Albert & Marion
Howard, David J
howington, James & Patricia
Huard, Robert & Carol
Huard, Venant & Irene
Huckins , Evelyn
Hume, George & Betty
Humphrey , J eannette
Hunt, Charles & Janice
H\int, Jonathan & Deborah
Hurley, John & Sheila
Hurley, Rhoda
Hurray, J. J. & Wendy
Hutchinson, Norma
Hutchinson, William & Frances
Hynds, John & Jean
lacomini, Francis
lacomini, Richard & Agnes




Infanti, Richard & J. Keller
Ippolito, Richard & Nancy
Jackson, Ellen & U. Carey
Janvrin, Donald & A.&.J.Giordani
Janvrin, Donald & Christine
Janvrin, Robert & Linda
Japp, Anna & Dorothy Young
Jasiul, Michael




Johnson, Arthur & Marguerite
Johnson, Grace
Johnson, H.R. Builders Inc.
L & B
Johnson, Peter & Paul!
Johnson, Robert & Nancy
Johnston, Harry & Joanne
Jones, F. Stephen & Paula
Jones, Jeffrey & Patricia
Jones, Paul & isimlly
Jones, Peter & Denise
Judge, Uary & Venita
Kapoll, James & Angela
Kapper, bXigene & Janice
Kearley, Arthur & Morma
Kearney, Richard & Marjorie
Keams, Thomas K.
Keegan, isXigene & Josephine
Kelcher, Donald & Alice
Kellei', Joseph & Adele
Kelley, Charles & Noreen
Kelley, David S.
Kelley, Donald & Ruth
Kelley, Harold
Kelley, Norton
Kelley, Richard & Ida
Kelley, Russell & Mildred
Kelley, Realty Trust
Kelley, Flora Hiers of L« Knight
Kemp, William & E« Hearson
Kempkes, Robert & Janice
Kendall , Suzanne
Kenney, Martin & Rosalyn
Kenney, lliomas & Jeanne
Killam, Edwin & Priscilla
Killam, Horace & Alice
Kipphut, Charles & Priscilla
Kirk, Sidney & Vera
Kittle, Joseph
KJerulf, Lucy
Kleihauer, Paul & M« Darragh
Klez, Paul & Nancy
Klez, Richard & Cheryl
Knapp, George & Virginia
Knott, Roy & Hilary
Knox, Thomas & Mary
Kolias, John & Michelle
Komulainen, William & Betty
Kreatz, Steven & Linda
Kriegel, John/D. &. F. Hesselbach
Krystyan, Christopher and Karol
Kubiczki, Stanislaw & Gilda
Kuczynski, Joseph & Nancy
Kukene, John & Annette




Kuzmitski, Stephan & Deana
L & B
M & J Builders
MacClellan, David & Nancy
MacDonald, Stewart & Evelyn
Mace, William & Deborah
MacFarland, David & Debra
MacFarlane, Kobert & Pamela
MacKinnon, Robert & Lois
Maclean, Charles & Karen
Maclean, William & Patricia
Mallia, Anthony J.
Malloy, Raymond & Anna
Malm, Richard & June
Mann, Bernard
Manni, John
Mansfield, Raymond & Eleanor
Marazzi, Reno
Markunas, John & Barbara
Markvnas, Ann
Marlow, Hazel
Maroncelli, Albert & Marion
Marrone, Daniel & Justine
Martin, Araand & Priscilla
Martin, David & iflorence
Martin, Jean & Jeanne
Martin, Kenneth & Cynthia
Martis, Daniel & Mary
Massengill, Richard & Carol
Mata, Carl
Matthews, Bruce & Lorraine
Mazzapica, Salvatore & Alice
Jjiazzoni, David & Vivianne
Mcardle, Hugh & Ann
McCarthy, Cheverus & Catherine
McCarthy, Frank G.
McCarthy, John & Donna
McDonough, Mark &. Leslie
McEwen, Helen
McGillicuddy, Joseph & D, Howard
McGowan, John & Euphemia
McGregor, John & Rita
McHardy, Cathy
McHugh, John & Katherine
Mcintosh, Ann
Mclntyre, John & Linda
Mclsaac, John & Patricia
McKinley, Ronald & Elizabeth
McLaughlin, John & Bridget
McLaughlin, John & Ellen
McLaughlin, Joseph & Linda
McLean, DAniel & Barbara
McMahon, Lawrence & Diane
McMahon, Leo & Ellen
McMahon, William & Catherine
McNally, Harry & June
McPhee, John
McQuade, Richard & Alice
Mech, Theodore & Carol
Mederios, Helen
Melanson, John & Marie
76
L




LaCrolx, Roland & Lois
Ladderbush, Kichard & uorothy
LaFayette, Kichard & Patricia
Lagergreen, Robert
Lahey» David & Karen
Lake, Albert & Grace
Langone, Charles & Noreen
Laning, Daniel & Anne
LaPoint, Albert
LaPointe, Raymond & i<;dith
Larkin, Harry & Janet
Latham, Thomas & Susan
Lavally, Ruby
Lavelle, James & Veronica
Lavoie, Paul & Pamela
Lava?ence, Daniel & Donna
Lawrence, Paul & Eleanor
Leander, Charles & Vema
Leamard, Anne
Leathers, Raymond & Phyllis
Lebel, Alphonse & Doris
LeBlanc, Patricia
L«hr, Elizabeth & E. R. Barrett
Leiss, Amelia
LaDieux, Robert & Annette
Lennox, Robert & Evelyn
Leonard, Joseph & Anna
Leonard, Joseph
Leone, George
Lepore, Richard & Patricia
Lessard, Lloyd & Virginia
Levesque, Richard & Carmel
Lewis, Alexander & Maria
Linton, Albert & Donna
Lisofsky, Brony & John
Lister, Richard & Nancy
Lizotte, Norman & Juliette
Lobsein, James & Donna
Lockhart, Malcolm & Sylvia
Lott, Daniel & Christina
Lourette, Lawrence & Nancy
Love, Allen & Frances
Love, Dennis & Eva
Lovell, Emily & Peter
Levering, Harold & Nellie
Lowell, William & Eleanor
Lubinski, John G.
Lund, Ronald
Luongo, James & Eleanor
Lynch, Edward & Alice
Lynch, Francis & Loretta
Lynch, Richard & Patricia
L & B
Melanson, William & Georgiana
Nlgro, Stephen
Noel, Real & Elizabeth
Nogard, Gary & Marilyn
North, Klmer & Margaret
Northover, Allan
Novak, Kichard & Karlyne
Noyce, Robert & Joyce
Noyes, Alerson
Nunes, Joseph & Fauline
O'Connell, Daniel & Joan
u'Donnell, Anna
U'Donnell, George & Doris
O'iiehir, M & Genevieve
OBerle, Haude
OBrien, Dennis & Jeanette
OConnell, J./M. Dwyer/B. Hatch
UDonnell , ivy
Oestrich, Arthur & Maralyn
OKeefe, Michael
uLeary, Jeremiah & Joyce
uleson, Kric & Susan
ulsson, David
UMalley, Charles & Karen
UNeil, Robert & Mary Ellen
ONeill, James & Denis
e
ORegan, Jeffrey
Osborne, Thomas & A. Jones
Oski, Alexander & Pamela
Ott, Paul
Oyer, Michael & Jatnet
Pace, Anthony & Betty Lou
Page, David
Page, Maurice
Page, Thomas & Mary
Paino, James & Ann
Palmariello, Joseph & Marina
Palmer, Manford & Ruth
Panadio, Louis Jr.
Paolicci, George
Paolini, Domenic & Susan
Pappathan, Arthur & Janet
Parent, Donald & Rochelle
Parent, Ronald & Donna
Pariseau, Alfred
Parisi, Salvatore & Margaret
Parrino, Peter & Susan
Parziale, John & Jeanne
Passanisi, James & Patricia
Paturzo, Thomas
Paulhus, Edward & r. Welch
Pearson, Ralph S.
Peduto, Vincent & Angela
Pellegrino, Giodonni
Pepin, Reginald & Gertrude
L & B
Perratilt, Kayaond & Kuth
Perreault, Gilles
Perrella, Charles
Perrino, Kenneth & Nancy
Perry, Clinton
Personeni, Stephen & Ann
Peterson, Konald & Kose
Peterson, Wallace
Phillips, Paul & Regina
Phillipswood Farm Inc.
Pica, Konald
Piccirilli, John & Florence
Piehl, George & J.M, Thorpe
Pierce, Arthur
Pierce, David & Patricia
Pierce, Edward
Fierce, James & Mabel
Piercy, JMark & Loretta
Pillsbury, JEmest
Pinard, John & Helen
Pinard, Peter & Catherine
Pinto, Diane
Pitts, Vera
Plourde, Kenneth & Bemadette
Poirier, Gerard & Caroline
Policy Well Systems Inc.
Poole, Kenneth & Eleanor
Popp, Malcolm & Dorothy
Forkola, Norman & Phyllis
Porter, Ward F.
Potter, Leicester & Vema
Potter, Robert & Paulette
Poulin, Charles
Power, Richard & Lucille
Pratt, Charles & Emily
Premont, Robert & Joan
Prenney, Ruth
Provost, Albert & Marjorie
Pruden, Harold & Bertha
Pskowski, Walter & Margaret
Public Service Co. of N.H.
Puopolo, Robert & Mary
Purdy, Milton & Sharon
Quaglietta, John
Quinn, Roy & Elaine
Quinney, Wendell & Helen
Quirin, Richard
Raciti, David & Donna
Rafuse, Earl & Virginia
Rainville, Dennis & Joanne
Raitt, Margaret
Ralphs, Eugene & Patricia
L
Ralston, John & Eleanor
Rasmussen, Karl & Roxanne
ftauseo, Michael & Mary
Ray, Chester
Ray, Eugene & Barbara
Raymond, Roger & Jean
Reardon, George
Rector, Jean
Reposa, Henry & Margaret
Reynolds, Roger & Donnalee
Richard, Roland & Jacqueline
Richards, Leo & Virginia
Richmond, Robert & Patricia
Rideout, Ronald & Janet
Riendeau, Lionel
Riley, Carol
Riley, Frederick & Carole
Riley, Stephen & Nellie
Rivers, James & Rose
Rivers, Leslie & Beatrice
Rizzo, David & Judith
Robbins, Chester
Robert, Gerard & Marlene
Roberts, Karl & Laura
Roberts, Warren & Suzanne
Robidas, Michael & Patricia
Robie, Russell & Priscilla
Robinson, Gordon & Marion
Robinson, Thomas & Nancy
Robinson, Thomas & Elizabeth
Rockwell, huward
Roderick, Paul
Rodgers, Gregory & Theresa
Rogan, Hazel & E. Tirue
Rogers, Francis & Sophia
Rokes, Warren & Elizabeth
Rolfe, Lorraine





Ross, Stuart & Betty-Ann
Round House Realty
Roy, Alfred
Roy, James & T. Ciccarello
Roy, Mark & Cheryl
Rubchinuk, Charles
Ruggeri, Frank & Mary
Runcie, Helena
Rushforth, William & Martha
Bussell, Stephen & Karen
Russo, Joan & Phyllis
Rutledge, Leonard & Joan
L & B
Sabans, Ormond
Sabatino, Kocco & Alice
Sadler, William & Gertrude
Salines, Alan & Catherine
Salmon, Kobert & Donna
Sanchez, Carmelo & Luz
Sandgren, Carl & Theresa
Sapir, Richard
Sargent, Duane & Laura
Samo, Joseph & Elaine
Sartori, Richard & Linda
Sartori, Kobert
Sawyer, Kussell & Paviline
Sceggell, Benjamin & Mary
Schank, William & Barbara
Schneider, Cathie
Scott, lliomas & Flora
Scott, Wesley
Seeley, Beverly c/o Boswell
Segar, Thomas




Sherwood, Kenneth & Angela
Shields, Daniel & Susan
Sienkiewicz, Francis & Carol
Silva, Phillip & Rosemary




Sloan, Winifred & Volente
Smith, Clayton & Jean
Smith, Fred & Virginia
Smith, Gertrude
Smith, James & Anna
Smith, Lament & Susan
Smith, Robert & Beverly
Smith, Stanley & Kathleen
Smith, Stanley & Barbara
Solomon, Barry & W, Welch
Somers , Lawrence
Sonnabend, Roger & Joan
Sotirakopoulas, Dean & Anne
Soucy, Joseph
Soule, Frederick & Deborah
Southwick Realty Trust
Spaulding, Keith & Deborah
Splaine, Amory & Phyllis
Springer, Curtis
St. Amand, Joyce & M. Hanson
St. Cyr, David & Marilyn








Strang, Albert & Flora
Streit, ELizabeth/H. Mugar
Stuart, Richard & M. LaPointe
Sullivan, Jane
Sullivan, Kevin & Kathleen
Sullivan, Kobert & iillaine
Sullivan, William & Janice
Surrette, Nancy
Swartz, George & Doris
Sweeney, Arthur
Sweeney, Paxil & isvelyn
Sweetser , Edward
Swille, Clarence & Dorothy
Szczepanski , Edmund & Nozma
Szot, John & Catherine
Takacs, Lolina
Tammany, Frederick & Joyce
Tammany, James & Lillian
I'amulaitis, John & Eleanor
Tarlin, Robert & Elizabeth
Tarr, i'imothy & ueborah
Taylor, Michael & Karin
'i'ea,5ue, Frederick & Patricia
Tebo, David & Maureen
T«nney, liugene & Margaret
Tenney, nugene & Elsie
Tenney, William & Linda
Ter^elian, Theresa
Tessitore, James & Mary
Thibeault, Thomas
Thompson, Dunald
Thompson, William & Dianne
Timely Builders Inc.
Timledge, William & Marguerite
Tomaswick, Joseph
Torromeo, Henry/Round House Realty
Towle, James
Towle, Vernon
Towle, Philip & Marilyn
Towne, Robert & Alva
Trainor, Richard & William
Travers , Gary
Triolo, Antonio & Carmela
Trobec, William & Arlene
Troian, Steven
Trudel, Richard & Carol
True, Ralph
True, Richard & Alice
True, Richard P
True, Rudolph
Trull, Albert & Daphine
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L & B
Turcotte, Joseph & i'amela
Turcotte, Michael & Helene
I'urgeon, Albert
Turner, Ronald & Kathleen
Tuttle, Kobert & timaa Lee
Vaccarin, Louis & Sara Lamontagne
Vail, Lee & Halina
Vanderhoof , William & Wilhelmina
VanKeuren, Jimmi
Vartebedian, Thomas & Nancy
Vasil, James & Cecile
Vautour, Kobert & Lucille
Vokey, Martin & Bemadette
Volante, William & Roberta
Wais, Heiner & CarolAnn
Waitkevich, Anthony & Barbara
Wakefield, Durward
Walker, Douglas & Loma
Walker, Richard & Loretta
Wall, Robert
Walsh, David & Bessie
Walsh, George & Dorothy
Walsh, Joseph & Marion
Ward, Gary & Janice
Wareing, Richard
Waterman, Gordon & Patricia
Watt, Charles & Sharon
Webber, Robert E
Webber, R»nald & Carol
Webster, Herbert & Marcia
Weeks, Walter & Marion
Welch, Jane
Wells, Dana & Sharon
Wells, Frank & Linda
Wells, Henry & Doris
Wells, Winthrop
Wentworth, David & W. Roberts
Wentworth, David E.
Wentworth, Francis & Jeanette
Wesolowski, Joseph & Martha
West, Carl & Esther
Westcott, Sharon & Melvin
Westmoreland, Roy & Barbara
Wheadon, Robert & Claire
Wheeler, Benjamin
Wheeler, Charles & Alice
Wheeler, Heath & Doris
Whipple, Everett
White, John
White, Thomas & Helen
Whiteneck, David
Whitney, Albert, Edith & Robert
Whitney, Frank & Susan
Whittier, Diana
Wilcox, David & Patricia
Willey, Arthur & Glenice
Williams, Doris
Williams, Paul & Willamae





Wood, Charles & Natalie
Woodbury, Bertice
Woodbury, Franklin & Bemice
Woodbury, John L
Worten, Maurice & Jane
Wright, John D. & Marilyn
Wright, Kenneth & Linda
Wright, Kenneth & Agnes
Yates, Thomas & Karen
Yazinka, Kichard & Antonia
Teroyan, Christina
Ziemba, John & Loretta













STATE LOCATION AND KIND OF FIRE
DO NOT DELAY TO NOTIFY
NO MATTER HOW SMALL THE PIRE
POLICE DIAL 887-3222
Sandown Emergency
Medical Team Rescue Squad
DIAL 887-3888
